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My dear students, 
Yesterday, I have given you questions and answers . From          
chapter -1. It is not complete. So , now I want to give remaining              
questions and answers . Ok, students.you must read .It may          
come in the exam. 
 
  Answer the questions. 
Q(6). What challenge did Nawab Rangile accept, and why ? 
Ans:- Nawab Rangile accept the challenge to bring that crook to           
justice dead or alive because mukhiya has announced a fabulous          
prize of ten thousand rupees to anyone who can catch          
Bhootnath. 
Q. (7). What was Begum Rangili's plan ? 
Ans:- Begum Thought and then she spotted the Nawab's old          
sleeping pills. She mixed them in halwa made for Bandit to make            
him unconscious. 
Q. (8). How did Nawab Rangile foil his wife's plans to catch the             
Bandit? 
Ans:- Nawab Rangile foils his wife's plan by serving the Bandit           
the unadulterated dish and by insisting her to eat form the same            
dish in which sleeping pills were mixed . 
********************************** 



Think and Answer the Questions:- 
Q (1) Do you think Nawab Rangile was a brave man ? 
Support your answer with examples. 
Ans:- No, I don't think that Nawab Rangile was brave man           
because when it was time to leave for jungle he was scared and             
decided to hide under the bed . 
Q.(2). Nawab Rangile prided himself on being a Nawab. Was this           
true ? Was he a commoner in the village,or its crowed ruler? 
Ans:- yes, this is true that Nawab Rangile prided himself on being            
a Nawab. He was a commoner in the village. 
********************************* 
Write the synonym of these words. 
(1).blunder--mistake. 
(2).Burgle--- break into. 
(3). modest--humble. 
(4).plunder---robbed 
(5). Scampered---rush. 
(6).Valour---bravery. 
***************************** 
Homework (26/05/2020) 
Write in Hindi. 
(1)Blunder 
(2).Burgle--- --  
(3). modest 
 (4) mixed 
 (5). Anyone 
 (6). Unconscious 
 (7) Sleeping 
 ********************************* 
  The end. 
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